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Purpose of the Workshop 
 
Mixed methods research involves the intentional collection and integration of both 
qualitative and quantitative data and capitalizes on the strengths of each to enhance the 
breadth and depth of understanding in research. This approach is increasingly important 
for addressing complex problems, such as those posed within prevention research, as 
often neither a qualitative nor quantitative approach alone is sufficient to fully understand 
the processes involved and/or outcomes of this research area. Mixed methods research is 
a tool that can help to inform each phase of prevention research, including the assessment 
and development of measures, the development of intervention content, efficacy and 
effectiveness testing, and assessing implementation and dissemination strategies. 
 
The goal of this workshop is to illustrate the utility of mixed methods approaches to 
improve prevention research, providing information in a manner that showcases how 
participants can use this approach in their work. Specifically, the workshop will: 

 Provide an overview of mixed methods research, highlighting some of the specific 
mixed methods approaches that are commonly used 

 Provide a rationale for using mixed methods for prevention research and identify 
the types of studies for which these methods are most appropriate 

 Provide examples of mixed methods designs and approaches in prevention studies  



 Demonstrate effective integration of mixed methods in grant writing and analytic 
plans 

 Identify elements of a good mixed methods grant proposal by drawing from and 
expanding on the report on Best Practices for Mixed Methods Research in the 
Health Sciences: 
http://obssr.od.nih.gov/scientific_areas/methodology/mixed_methods_research/in
dex.aspx 

 
The four speakers have used mixed methods research in varying ways, using mixed 
methods approaches to address major public health issues. The workshop will end with a 
panel comprised of the presenters and NIH staff focused on writing competitive mixed 
methods grant applications. 
 
Additional details will be provided. 


